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         We constructed a system for protein sequence analysis, coupling the primary structure database 
      with application programs on workstation SUN 3/260. By this system we can retrieve any sequence 
      data stored in the database and analyse it to get available information on the secondary or tertiary 
      structures of proteins from their amino acid compositions and sequences. The basic algorithm of the 
      analysis is based on the correlation function which is widely used for the analysis of random data. 
      Since the system was designed with efficient man-machine interface in mind,users can easily operate 
      the system by using a pointing device (mouse) and display various resultsof analysis simultaneously 
      by virtue of the bit-mapped multi-window system. 
      KEY WORDS : Protein sequence analysis/ Protein sequence database/ 
                    Sequence homology/ Prediction of folding type/ Pre-
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                      Engineering workstation/ 
                              I. INTRODUCTION 
        Proteins play primary roles in all life processes such as catalyzing biochemical 
     reactions, immunizing against diseases and molecular recognition. The essential 
     function of a protein is intrinsically linked to its three-dimensional structure, which 
     is determined eventually from its amino acid sequence. It is, therefore, of interest 
     to extract information on the three-dimensional structure of a protein from its amino 
     acid sequence from the viewpoint of not only protein eigineering, but also of informa-
     tion processing. Because proteins are linear co-polymers of amino acids, numerical 
     expression of a protein sequence obtained by replacing amino acid residues by some 
     parameters might give a basis to apply the methods of statistics and information 
    theory. In addition, in the late 1970's much progress in the field of molecualr biol-
     ogy has been made in determining nucleotide sequences of DNA. Therefore, data 
     on DNA sequence and protein sequence translated from it have been rapidly accumu-
     lated. Thus, it is indispensable to use computers for the numerical analysis and 
     data processing of protein sequences. 
        On the other hand, recent rapid development of microprocessor technology has 
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made it possible to widely utilize EWS(Engineering Workstation), the performance of 
which equals that of a mainframe. A stand alone EWS which runs on the  UNIXTM' 
operating system, it realizes not only a high speed cimputing capability, but also a pro-
minent man-machine interface supported by bitmap display and multiple overlap-
ping window system. Moreover, network software, such as the Remote File Sharing 
(RFSTMZ) and the Network File System (NFSTM3), provides networking capabilities 
that make distributed resoureces easily accessible by any type of computing systems. 
Therefore, under this software engineering environment, EWS might provide a new 
means for the study of protein structures. For this reason, we attempted to con-
struct an integrated system for protein sequence analysis coupled with the protein 
sequence database on a workstation Sun3/260. GENAS proposed by Kuhara and 
co-workers''2 is one attempt to integrate database and application programs, although 
they constructed their system on a mainframe. 
   In this paper, first, we will profile a protein sequence database supported by a 
retrieval system, which can pick up the candidates of a protein name given from a 
keyboard and display appropriate sequence data on the candidates. The spel-
lings of the candidates do not necessarily coincide exactly with that of the given 
protein name; e.g., when a protein name "hemoglobin" is entered from a keyboard, 
not only "hemoglobin" but also "haemoglobin" are picked up as candidates by the 
system. This retrieval system was written in C language which seems to be the most 
adequate for this purpose. The system is also accessible to the database on three-
dimensional structures of proteins of the Protein Data Banks), and it can represent a 
molecular structure by 3-D graphics under the library SunCoreTM4. Secondly, we 
describe a system for the protein sequence analysis using the correlation function. 
The programs were written in FORTRAN 77, which ran on a protein sequence se-
lected by the retrieval system. According to this system, we can obtain some infor-
mation on the secondary or tertiary structures of proteins from primary structures such 
as sequence repetitions, secondary structure and structural homology. 
                    II. DATABASES AND RETRIEVAL 
 2.1 Protein sequence data 
   Since essentially all information on structure and function of a protein must re-
side in the primary structure, which is coded by DNA, we have collected sequence 
data and constructed a protein sequence database. The format of our protein se-
quence database is in accordance with the common format as shown in Fig. 1. The 
mentioned items are protein name and the number of amino acid residues (name), 
species from which the protein was extracted (source), entry name of NBRFS of the 
same protein sequence data(nbrf), references which describe the sequence data(re- 
'UNIX is a registered trademark of AT & T. 
2RFS is a trademark of AT & T. 
3NFS is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
4Sun Core is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
'NBRF: the National Biomedical Research Foundation. 
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-.name p protein human influenza a virus up ate 
rsource human influenza a virus (strain a/pr/8/34) 
     nbrf p3iv34 
        reference 1 (sequence translated from the genomic rna sequence) 
authors fields, s., and winter, g.; 
journal cell 28, 303-313, 1982 
        comment this-protein is probably one of the three rna-dependent 
rna polymerases. 
     sitesfrom to description 
    matp1 759 mature proteinR 















                  Fig. 1. Data format of the protein sequence database. 
ference), sites which give the position of signal peptide and mature protein(sites), 
and sequence data by one letter code(sequence). One data set terminates in a mark 
"H".  All proteins are classified into 41 files from a biological viewpoint (Table 1). 
For efficient retrieval, a file of protein names was provided in alphabetic order (Fig. 2). 
When a protein name is given from the keyboard, its candidates are searched on the 
list file which gives information on the name of the file in which the sequences of the 
candidates are stored, and the order of the sequence data stored in the file. There-
fore, the retrieval system can have access to the file, which stores the protein sequence 
data, and pick up the sequence data of the candidates from the list file. 
2.2 Physico-chemical parameters 
   We have collected the 53 physico-chemical parameters inheremt in amino acids 
such as hydrophobicity, propensity to form a-helix and /3-structure. It is noted that 
these parameters, however, are not always independent, i.e., correlated more or less 
with each other. 
2.3 Method of retrieval 
   When a keyword (a string of letters) 4is given, the candidates (a set of the strings 
of the letters which coincide completely or incompletely with the given string) can 
be selected in the following way: let us consider two strings, s1s2...s,,, and t1t2...t5 which 
should be compared. As a measure of the extent of difference between two lettees 
st and t1, we adopt the quantity f (i, j) ; 
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                 Table I. The 41 data files classifiedfrom'a biological viewpoint. 
         *member**content* 
         1) antigenantigen 
            2) azuplaazurin, plastocyanin 
              3) base 1various kindsofprotein from a to k 
             4) base 2alphabetical order from 1 to p 
      5) base 3from r to z
         6) coatcoat protein 
           7) collacollagen, keratin 
          8) cytcytochrome protein 
            9) dnabinddna bindingprotein 
              10) doxinferredoxin, rubredoxin, adrenodoxin, etc. 
             11) ec 11enzymes ec number 1.1-.- 1.5.-.-
             12) ec 16enzymes ec number 1.6.-.- 1.-.-.- 
            13) ec 21enzymes ec number 2.1.-.- 2.6: 
           14) ec 27enzymes ec number 2.7: 
            15) ec 31enzymes ec number3.1.-.- 3.3: 
              16) ec 32118enzymes ec number 3.2.1.18 neuraminidase 
             17) ec 34enzymes ec number 3.4.-.-3.-.-.- 
              18) ec 456enzymes ec number 4:.-: 5.-.-.- 6.-.-.- 
         19) hagluhemagglutinin 
       20) hbhemoglobin 
        21) histhistone 
          22) hormone 1hormone 1 
          23) hormone 2hormone 2 
        24) igimmunoglobulin 
        25) inhibihibitor 
         26) insulininsulin 
           27) interinterferon, interleukin 
            28) lenslens protein,crystallin etc. 
             29) lightlight harvesting protein, phycocyanin etc. 
         30) lipolipoprotein 
           31) mbmyoglobin, leghemoglobin, etc. 
             32) musclemuscle protein, myosin, actin, etc 
           33) oncoonco gene encoding protein
          34) polypeppolypeptide 
          35) riboribosomal protein 
          36) toxintoxin, venomprotein 
           37) undef 1undefined protein1
           38) undef 2undefined protein2
           39) undef 3undefined protein 3 
           40) undef 4undefined protein 4 
         41) virusvirus protein 
                                    0 si = ti 
d(st, t.) 
                                   1 s;*ti 
   This procedure provides a way to evaluate quantitatively a difference between two 
strings4). An example of the matrix f (i, j) for two strings, hemoglobin (10 letters) 
  and haemoglovin (11 letters) is given in Table 2. The value 2 of f (i, j) at (10,11) 
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' List File of Protein Names 
(file name) (protein name) 
t 1 
antigenhuman class i.._359aa 
igigbe Jones....103aa 
virus a. shut off.....341,o 
                                            41data files 
andgenis..._ 
name 359 human... name 108 ig henc ..name 341 a. shut— 
                                                  mama—
II digmt._mkmgO.. 
                                             name 183 Inman he... name216iggl...name 759 p3 promin 
mdidpyker..esvltgpspssl...metilce... 
          Fig. 2. Constitution of the database: the retrieval system has access to the 
                 list file of protein names, and can get information on the name of the 
                 file in which the sequence data of the candidates are stored, as well 
                 as the order of the data stored in the file. 
                    Table II. Matrix f (i, j) for "hemoglobin" 
                                   and "haemoglovin".
n 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 4 
i 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 3 2 3 
^ 8765432234 
o 7 6 5 4 3 1 2 3 4 
                 1 6 5 4 3 i 2 3 4 5 
g 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 
o 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
m 3212345678 
e 2123456789 
                  a 1123456789 
                 h 0123456789 
hemoglobin 
represents the difference between the two strings. Thus, the matrix f (i, j) gives us 
the basis for retrieval of the candidates for a given keyword under the tolerance which 
is set in advance. 
               III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF SEQUENCE 
   We provide the following softwares for protein sequence analysis in this system; 
(1) detection of sequence repetition5,0 
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(2) prediction of folding type and intra-and extracellular  proteins7'8) 
(3) prediction of secondary sturcture by homology method9) 
(4) detection of sequence homology by correlation method6" ° 
Here, we will briefly describe these algorithms for calculation from sequences or amino 
acids compositions, respectively, although these are described in detail in the refer-
ences mentioned above. 
3.1 Detection of seqeunce repetition5'6) and sequence homology by cor-
    relation method6"° 
   Since 20 amino acids are expressible by physico-chemical parameters such as 
hydrophobicity, a given amino acid sequence can be converted to a numerical se-
quence of such values. Therefore, we can introduce the autocorrealtion function as 
a measure of the extent of sequence repetition (i,e., periodicity in a primary sequence). 
That is, the autocorrelation function A (r), for r residues apart can be calculated for 
a numerical sequence of a protein X of n residues long as follows; 
                     E E (x(i) —x) (x(i+r) —x) 
A(r) _ - n-Tf-1„ T(2 ) 





                    x=-----1(Ex(i+r)) , 
n—r i=1 
where {x(i)} is a string of numerals represented by appropriate physico-chemical 
parameters. If the sequence has any repetition of ro residues long, A(mro) (m= 
0,1,2,...) must exhibit a high value. Similary, as a measure of the extent of homol-
ogy between two amino acid sequences (or parts of the sequences), X and Y, are given 
by introducing the cross correlation function described below. The cross correlation 
function C(j) at the position j of the sequence Y is expressed by comparing a certain 
fixed partial sequence n residues long, which starts at the u-th residue and ends at the 
(u+n-1)-th residue in the sequence X, with the part of the sequence Y from the j-th 
residue to the (j+n-1)-th residue; 
(x(u+i-1) —2)(y( j +i —1) —y) 
C(J)=,=1n (3 ) 
[{E (x(u+i-1)—. )2} (y(j+i-1)—y)2}]1/2 
r=1 
                     x =1.(E x(u+i-1)) 
n:=1 
n 
                   Y=—(Ey(j+i—l)) 
n i-1 
The method can be effectively extended to two dimensions as described elsewhere6"° 
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         Let X and Y be two different (or same) protein sequences, then, the correlation func-
        tion, Cp(i, j), of parameter at the position (i,j) in a square array is defined as 
                          E (xp(i+1) —~) (yp(j+1) —rp)
/ Cp(i,j) =
~k1I--kk(4 )                       [{Ek(xp(i±1)_cp)2} {Ek(yp(j+1)p)2}]1/2                                                           1=- 
        where (2k +1) is equal to the length of segments to be compared ("frame" or "win-
        dow"-length of (2k +1)) and G p is an average of the value of parameter p over 20 
         amino acids. In order to reduce the signal-noise ratio the average correlation fun-
        ction A(z), C(j) and C(i, j) are introduced; 
A(z)=1 Ap (z)(5 ) 
                                                               n P=1 
n 
                  C(j)=1E Cp(j)(6 ) 
                                                               n p=1 
n 
C(i,j)=1ECp(i,j),(7) 
                                                      n p=1 
        where n is the number of parameters of amino acids. Since Eqs. (5), (6) and (7) are 
         the arithmetic average, n kinds of parameters should be selected so as to be indepen-
         dent of each other as much as possible in order to avoid artificial weighting on 
         those of the parameters which are correlated. As described in detail elsewhere"), 
         by using the technique of factor analysis, we selected the following six parameters 
        to compute A(z), C(j) and C(i, j) (the appropriate window-length to compute Cp(i, j) 
        was eleven i,e., (2k+1)=11 in Eq. (4).); 
        (1) partial specific volumeu)
         (2) propensity to form reverse turn') 
        (3) pK value of the a-amino group13) 
        (4) polarity14) 
        (5) relative mutability15) 
        (6) pK value of the a-carboxyl group13) 
         This set of six parameters provides a good structural homology6.1o) 
        3.2 Prediction of folding type and intra-and extracellular proteins7.8) 
            The amino acid composition of a protein is expressible as a point in the 20 di-
        mensional space, taking the fractions of amino acids along 20 axes. Hence, a number 
        of proteins of known composition will be distributed as points in this composition 
         space, each representing the amino acid composition of a protein. In order to avoid 
        unbalanced sampling, the collected proteins cover a wide range of molecular weight 
         and are from various sources. For the present analysis, first we must convert the 
        real amino acid composition to the normalized composition, in order to adjust scales 
         along all the coordinate axes. 
           As the first step of grouping, proteins within a certain radius are gathered as the 
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central group. In this case, the radius was chosen in such a way that about one-
tenth of the total proteins were included in the region. Next, the rest of the proteins 
located outside the central region are grouped on the basis of angular dependence; 
taking one protein as a reference, the number of proteins within a solid angle of  60° 
from the direction of the reference point was computed, and then the direction of 
the highest density was sought by shifting the reference protein. Proteins belonging 
to the highest density direction were collected as one group. The same process of 
seeking a direction of maximum density was continued for the rest of the proteins 
until the number of proteins gathered became smaller than a cut-off value (i,e., 10). 
Thus, not the radial, but the angular distribution of points in the space show distinct 
separation into the groups having strong correlations to the location (inside or outside 
the cell), biological function (enzyme or nonenzyme), and folding type. 
3.3 Prediction of secondary structures by homology method') 
'This procedure is based on the assumption that homologous segments in different 
proteins may share a similar conformation. This assumption is applied to the pre-
diction of secondary structures in proteins. Sequences homologous to a target pro-
tein are searched, without allowing any gap, and compared with a number of refernece 
proteins of known three-dimensional structure, and then we count the number of 
occurrences (n„, no and ne) by looking at the secondary structure (a, i9 and coil states) 
of the corresponding site of a homologous segment. 
   In this section, we adopted the following criterion as the sequence homology: 
when central residue pairs of the eleven-residue "window" having C greater than 
0.3 are sequentially consecutive over eight residues long, those residue pairs are ho-
mologous. Here, we introduce two kinds of weighting factors. One of them is a 
factor (v) which depends on the value of C. We have made a simple definition 
of v=1 for 0.3<C<0.4, v=2 for 0.4<C<0.5, and so on. With this modifica-
tion, the number of homologies nk (k=a, /9 or c) is replaced by the sum of v. An-
other kind of factor is to express the relative weights among the three conformational 
states. This is necessary because the number of occurrences, nk, depends on the 
fractions of a, Q and coil states (i.e., fa, fs and fc) averaged over the reference proteins. 
This factor, Wk, is expected to be proportional to the inverse of the average fraction, 
i.e., l/fk. In this study, however, we treat them as adjustable parameters so as to 
optimize the results of prediction. 
   The final quantity used in the prediction is written as 
nk 
                  4k=WkEzi (k=a,florc) 
                                                r=1 
The adjustable factors were eventuaIly set Wa= I.3, WW=1.4 with WW=1.0. 
   Correctness of prediction for 22 sample proteins of known three-dimensional 
structure is about 60% on the average9), a better value1) in comparison with two 
other existing methods by Chou and Fasman" , and Robson and co-workers18). 
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                 IV. CASE STUDIES OF THE ANALYSIS 
   In this section we will show three typical examples of the following proteins by 
the analysis of this system. First is sheep keratin B2A19), which seems to have some 
repetition of short segments, as the application of the method of the autocorrelation 
function. Second, the methods of prediction of the folding type and secondary 
structure are applied to human leukocyte interferon20). Third, we examine homologies 
among penicillopepsinP, endothiapepsin22) and human reninM), the three-dimensional 
structures of which are known except for renin. 
   Fig. 3 shows that the molecule reveals a clear periodicity of the five residue in-
tervals. The periodicity interrupts at the 50th residue lag, and appears again at 
the 73th residue lag, after the disturbance of a lag of 23 residues. It is inferred that 
some structural irregularity occurs in this region. In order to analyse the frequency 
of residues, we tried the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation. We can clearly 
find two peaks, the height of 3.26 at 5.12 residues lag and of 3.24 at 4.95 residues 
lag, respectively. 
   Fig. 4 shows the results of the predictions of the folding type and secondary struc-
ture for human interferon. The folding type of the protein is predicted as a-protein 
as shown in the lower left window. In the lower right window, the reliabilities of 
prediction for each folding type are tabulated. In the middle two windows, the 
result of the secondary prediction is symbolically depicted over two pages. 
menu : for onalysis..,:.^ 
                Keyword: keratin 
Search : Method]. ® 19007J 
Analysis : Autoeor-g 
base3 human alpha-tubulin4b1 es human cultured keretinocytes (from epidermis), fetal brain 
colla beta-keratin emu feather102 as 
           coils sheep keratin scmk-626 -156 as                              sheep lincoln wool high-sulfur fraction seek-b2bcolla sheep keratin semk-b2c151 as ' 
                                sheep lincoln wool high-sulfur Fraction scmk-b2c              colla keratin high-sulfur fraction iiib297 as             •south african angora goat mohair 
colla keratin b-4 protein fowl Feather barbs96 an 
colla keratin silver gull calamus98 as                                 wing feather 
colla keraMin high-sulfur fractfon,scmk-b2a171 an sheep(lineolln wool) 
colla keratinhigh-sulfurfrac.,scmkb-iiia3131 as                                 sheep merLno wool 
colla keratinhigh-sulfurFrac., scmkb-iif a3e331 as                                 shtip higi-t rosl colla keratin high-tyrosine type i61 asO                                 m                                 sheepmerinowool
  nutocorrelation. ', .... 
     Ok to Fourier transform 0eess 
P=in•.. 171 keratin high-sulfur fraction, scmk-62a updated 10/17/84,0,,,,,,. nsfOl; al ofao~oirelei:ion.   1.0Protein:ry,i. 
name 171 keratin high-sulfur fraction,scmk-b2a 
0.5 
          ~I+I:I1~~~~IIIIIII5          o.a r)rlr,.... ._ .,,(I11rIrlllll,..,ll 
a -0.53. 
-1.09 40 80 120 160 2002 
1 
0. 4rn.rfA 
9876 5 4 32 
Fig. 3. The periodic pattern in the sequence of sheep keratin B2A calculated by the autocorrelation 
       function A(r) and its Fourier transform. 
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                          Homology method (by K.Nishikawa) 
Mena tor annlys1s•name 165 interferon alpha a human 
     SearchxMethod/°'r~raurn leukocyte updated 10/17/84 Analysis 4Fty(1¢®(77171 Page No. 1 /2 • next Li previous 
01 13 20 24 31 
          Homology method (by K.Niscdlpgthslgsrrtlml 1agrrki slf s elkdrhdigfpgeeigagfqka 
      name 165 interferon aliha a hum.51 63 7393 
leukoc eupdated10 17 84~~~~~~~i~~
4si~~~i~~ii~~~i~~ii Pa!e No. '>E.1.111.1111t11111.1.1041111l.~ji~~iil~~a1R 
            151 154 157 164etipvl hemiggifalf stkdssaawdetlldkfyt elyggl.adleaevi 
I.1`1`ll.'O101 115 122 131 138150 
                        • islstalgeslrske (JJI1:1:1:1:11:1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1110 
ggvgvt etplmkedsilavrkyfgritlylkekkyspeawevvraeimrs 
                                                                                    Therthree-dimensionaltructuresak""'geratio(1)offi.tness:69.63E 
                                            
'.~predicted 
  Protein:a b n/b a+b irr ratio(%) 
e 165 interferon alpha a hymen leukocyte updated 10/17/84 
  Predicted as.a 27 1210 87.10 
alpha
mb 3 225. 4 0 64.71 
aX ( a/b 2 3 33 1 0 84.61 
                                                                                       alb' 4 3 10 10 0 37.04
irr 0 00 2 2 50.00 
          Fig. 4. Prediction of the folding type and secondary structure for human interferon. 
       inszz217:717.3 L .: 
                   r° p`peni~i'fli°u Jen "(ne::m mrexenox e                                                                                                                 varo'.e:m..•d(e «ia yr°rm°.0e (.nmrm.vro::m0 Veal 
                                                                                              w2                                           ~W~oen 
0 70 '...~ 140 210 200 ai, ' )) .3c 
040 _  '•.;o+r.~ ,.... •C 
          °
38',0 \ 
0 00 1,0 270 960 
      Fig. 5. Comparison of penicillopepsin against endothiapepesin and human reinn. 3—D graphics 
            of penicillopepsin is also displayed in the upper right window.
      In order to test how well the sequence homology estimated by the system sug-
   gests the structural homology, the comparison was made for penicillopepsin and 
  endothiapepsin as shown in Fig. 5. Successive large dots which represent C(i,j)s 
   greater than 0.6 appear along the diagonal, indicating that these proteins are 
   closely related to each other. In the upper right window, the three-dimensional 
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structure of penicillopepsin is represented by 3-D graphics. However, when penicil-
lopepsin and renin are compared, the extent of homology between the proteins is 
not as high as that of homology between penicillopepsin and endothiapepsin, as 
seen in the lower right window. 
                    V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
   The fundamental algorithm of numerical analysis of protein sequence in the 
system is based on the correlation function. The function is effectively applied by 
taking the arithmetic average of correlations, computed in terms of several physico-
chemical parameters, resulting in improved signal to noise ratio. 
   Since the present system is constructed on UNIX, we can easily link heterogene-
ous programing languages. According to the algorithms, therefore, we could incor-
porate the most suitable language (e,g., C language for the retrieval and Fortran 77 
for the numerical analysis) into the system. Another feature is to fully utilize the 
prominent man-machine interface supported by bitmapped display. Several results 
can be presented simultaneously on the display. Also, use of a pointing device 
(mouse) easily allows us to operate this system. 
   We are now improving the system in order to predict the tertiary structures 
of proteins. 
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